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Cryptoasset activity AML registration
Our AML registration tool gives you practical guidance on the
requirements you must meet, and our insight into the expectations
of the FCA. It has everything you need to quickly create best-in-class
documents for a straightforward and successful registration application.

Tell me more:
•

Access our strategic advice provided in
relation to the overall application as well
as the individual documentation

•

Use our templates to quickly create your
own suite of documents for the application

•

If you need more support we can upgrade
your subscription to include dedicated
time from our Consulting and Legal teams

Navigate key topics

Clear accessible guidance

Who’s it for?
Our tool is aimed at any firm that is currently
carrying on cryptoasset activities in the UK
and hasn’t yet registered with the FCA for
AML purposes as well as those firms planning
to begin carrying on cryptoasset activities.
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Key benefits:

Document templates

• Experience: created by our industry leading
team of authorisation experts
• Clarity: cut through the noise and focus on
what is really needed
• Speed: with the right information at your
fingertips you can fast-track the preparation
of your application
• Templates: leverage our experience to create
and bespoke your documents
• Support: access to our expert team for
queries, support or a more detailed
document review
• Value for money: registered users have
unlimited use of the tool for a single flat fee

Expert support
The Financial Services
Regulatory Consulting Team

Jenny
Steven

Matthew
Handfield

Sasha
Jones
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Cryptoasset activity AML registration
Our step-by-step guide will walk you through your FCA
application process:
What’s included
Topic:

Documents:

Who needs to register

Strategic advice

Key questions and dates

Strategic advice

The registration process

Strategic advice

Business plan

Strategic advice
Regulatory business plan template

Governance arrangements and internal
control mechanisms

Strategic advice
Governance arrangements template

IT systems

Strategic advice
Detailed IT controls form

Structural organisation

Strategic advice
Structural organisation template

Internal control mechanisms

Strategic advice
AML aproach template
Risks and internal controls template

Individuals, beneficial owners and close links

Strategic advice
MLR individual form
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Key contacts

John Salmon

Partner, London
T 44 20 7296 5071
john.salmon@hoganlovells.com
John is a highly experienced IT lawyer with a
market leading reputation in the financial
services sector.
His main focus is advising financial
institutions on their strategic IT projects and
he supports his clients in implementing
innovative digital and technology solutions
whilst managing legal and regulatory risk.
John has a reputation as a lawyer in the
FinTech area and has been heavily involved
with leading edge developments.
John has been actively involved in developing
industry-wide solutions for electronic data
exchange issues. He worked on both the Origo

Legal Framework and TISA Exchange, which
was established to facilitate the electronic
re-registration of assets and portfolios
between platforms.
John has considerable wealth platforms
experience, having advised several major life
companies on the procurement of their wrap
and corporate platforms and outsourcing of
related services.
In addition, John has extensive experience of
drafting and negotiating both customer and
supplier IT services contracts, including for
development projects, software licensing,
cloud, and systems integration.

Jenny Steven

Director, Hogan Lovells Financial Services
Regulatory Consulting, London
T +44 20 7296 5039
jennifer.steven@hoganlovells.com
Jenny is a Director in the Financial Services
Regulatory Consulting Service which works
with our financial services team to deliver a
range of regulatory compliance projects from
initial authorization and set up to large
regulatory review or change programs.

start-up. During this time she has helped
firms launch new products, establish new
operations, carry out compliance audits of
their existing business and engage with
regulators on a wide range of contentious and
non-contentious issues.

Over the last 10 years Jenny has built a strong
reputation for providing practical advice, and
finding creative solutions for clients within
the sector and leverages her experience from
working in-house for a large banking
institution and a high growth international

Jenny frequently works with colleagues across
the financial services team to help some of the
UK’s most exciting start-up and growth
FinTech companies deal with a variety of
regulatory compliance issues.
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Matthew Handfield

Principal Business Consultant, London
T +44 20 7962 302 425
matthew.handfield@hoganlovells.com
Matthew Handfield works in the Financial
Services Regulatory Consulting Service
which delivers a range of regulatory
compliance projects from initial
authorisation and set up to large regulatory
review or change programmes.
He has 20 years experience in financial
services covering customer facing, strategic
and oversight roles.
Matthew has been instrumental in designing
and successfully delivering a variety of
process improvement and remediation
projects in firms ranging from the largest
retail banks to insurers to consumer credit
firms and high cost short term lenders.

With a detailed technical knowledge and
wealth of experience in regulated financial
services his focus is on developing and
assessing policy and strategic approaches
which deliver fair outcomes to customers,
meet the relevant regulatory requirements
and support the needs of the business.
He has successfully demonstrated an ability
to lead activity from initial assessment,
design and development, implementation
as well as post-implement reviews, oversight
and governance.
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